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Abstract: Nanoporous metals have attracted attention in various research fields in the past years
since their unique microstructures make them favorable for catalytic, sensory or microelectronic
applications. Moreover, the refinement of the ligaments down to the nanoscale leads to an
exceptionally high strength. To guarantee a smooth implementation of nanoporous metals into
modern devices their thermo-mechanical behavior must be properly understood. Within this study
the mechanical flow properties of nanoporous Au were investigated at elevated temperatures up to
300 ◦C. In contrast to the conventional synthesis by dealloying of AuAg precursors, the present foam
was fabricated via severe plastic deformation of an AuFe nanocomposite and subsequent selective
etching of iron, resulting in Au ligaments consisting of nanocrystalline grains, while remaining Fe
impurities excessively stabilize the microstructure. A recently developed spherical nanoindentation
protocol was used to extract the stress-strain curves of nanoporous Au. A tremendous increase of
yield strength due to ligament and grain refinement was observed, which is largely maintained at high
temperatures. Reviewing literature will evidence that the combined nanocrystalline and nanoporous
structure leads to remarkable mechanical properties. Furthermore, comparison to a previous
Berkovich nanoindentation study outlines the conformity of different indentation techniques.
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1. Introduction

Nanoporous (NP) gold has been in the focus of interest in the material science community for
decades as the reduction of ligament width has turned out to enhance the strength of the material in
an extraordinary manner [1–8]. Owed to this fact, also highly porous and consequently light weight
structures can endure considerable loads. Dealloying of AuAg precursors is the dominating fabrication
process of NP Au [9–11]. However, this is accompanied by the drawback that single grains extend
over a high number of ligaments which is detrimental for the strength of the material [9–11]. The high
purity of these foams is beneficial for the investigation of deformation mechanisms because other
tailoring mechanisms become negligible but thereby the structures have a strong tendency to coarsen
even at intermediate homologue temperatures (Thom > 0.3) [11–14]. An alternative fabrication route
via severe plastic deformation (SPD) of immiscible metals and subsequent selective etching can kill
two birds with one stone. On the one hand, the grain size can be tremendously reduced down to
length scales smaller than the average ligament width [15]. On the other hand, small amounts of the
second phase remain in the material due to supersaturation after mechanical mixing and stabilize the
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microstructure up to 400 ◦C [15–17]. For the conventional synthesis of NP Au, the difference of nobility
of the solid solution precursor constituents and apparent surface diffusion are decisive, while an
electric potential must be applied to stimulate the process resulting in an essentially single crystalline
structure. The etching approach used within this study is based on the selective attack of the used acid
on the base metal (Fe) of a two-phase precursor, hence no material diffusion mechanisms are involved
and a nanocrystalline structure is preserved. The deformation behavior at room temperature (RT) and
high temperatures (HT) has been investigated in a prior study utilizing Berkovich nanoindentation
experiments for the extraction of elastic, plastic and time-dependent properties [15]. However, as
pyramidal tips introduce a self-similar deformation at rather high representative strains (εi ≈ 7.2%
for the Berkovich geometry [18]) information about the onset of plasticity and the work hardening is
lost. Also, strain-dependent densification effects cannot be identified. Using a spherical indentation
approach allows to continuously increase the strain during indentation and opens the possibility
to extract the entire flow curve with a single indent if dynamic measurement techniques such as
continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) are applied [19–21]. Subject of this study is to investigate the
flow behavior of NP Au up to 300 ◦C to evaluate the role of temperature concerning the mechanical
properties of an ultra-strong Au foam.

2. Materials and Methods.

2.1. Precursor Synthesis

Au and Fe were selected to fabricate the precursor due to their extended miscibility gap and low
solubility in each other at ambient temperatures, a sine quo non to achieve a fairly pure Au structure.
The Au powder (Alpha Aesar, Ward Hill, MA, USA purity 3N6, 1250 Mesh) and Fe powder (Merck,
Darmstadt, Germany, purity 3N, 1250 Mesh) particles have a spherical character with low affinity to
agglomeration (see Figure 1a,b), which is required to generate a homogeneous batch in the subsequent
multiaxial mixing process. To achieve the desired porosity of 50%, the powders have to be mixed
50/50 vol % resulting in a ratio of 41 at % Au to 59 at % Fe (Au41Fe59). Note that both phases must
exhibit a continuous network to facilitate the following etching process which accordingly limits the
obtainable porosities. The applied SPD technique must serve two purposes: On the one hand, the
mixed powders must be compressed to a blank part. On the other hand, it must further refine the
sample’s microstructure to reduce the grain size down to the nanoscale and homogenize the sample.
High pressure torsion (HPT) fulfills these requirements and allows a straight-forward fabrication
process [16,22,23]. A thin-walled copper ring with an inner diameter of 8 mm is glued to the lower
anvil of the HPT device to contain the powder mix (Figure 1c,d). In the successive step, the pressure
is slowly increased up to 4.0 GPa when the upper anvil approaches the ring. This ensures a lasting
compaction of the powder particles. After unloading, the Cu ring is removed from the outer edge
of the created disk to prevent impurifications of the generated AuFe composite by Cu. Thereafter,
the actual severe plastic deformation step is performed by reloading the AuFe disk with a pressure
of 7.8 GPa and by rotating the anvils against each other with a rotational speed of 0.6 rpm until
200 turns are reached (Figure 1e). This corresponds to an equivalent strain of around 4500 at the outer
radius of 4 mm. For a closer mechanical and microstructural analysis, the samples are mechanically
ground and polished. Despite the immiscibility in the thermodynamic equilibrium the extreme strains
reached during HPT cause strong supersaturation effects [16,17]. Annealing of the precursors at 300 ◦C
for 1 h will counteract this phenomenon and promote the segregation of Au and Fe, respectively.
Figure 1f shows the microhardness in dependence of disk radius r for as received (aR) and annealed
Au41Fe59. At regions more than 1 mm off the center a distinct hardening due to annealing is observed
from approximately 400 HV to 450 HV. This has been correlated to grain-boundary (GB) relaxation
effects which reduce internal stresses and impede the generation of dislocations necessary to bear the
deformation by the indenter [24,25]. Since the shear strain induced by HPT is dependent on the radius,
the material close to the center will experience less deformation and thereby a coarser microstructure
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remains, related to lower hardness values. Thus, mentioned mechanisms are not dominant anymore
and the reduction of the dislocation density leads to lower hardness values compared to the aR sample
(400 HV to 325 HV) in the disk center as expected from the classical Taylor hardening model [26].
Minor deviations from a constant hardness level might result from emerging shear bands which form
during the HPT process [27].
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Figure 1. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of (a) Au powder (image colored ex post) and
(b) Fe powder used as a base material for the composite precursor; (c) Lower anvil of the HPT setup
with affixed Cu ring used (d) as powder container; (e) Scheme of HPT with used compaction and
deformation parameters; (f) Microhardness measurements of the deformed Au41Fe59 composites show
a softening in the center and hardening closer to the edge upon annealing.

2.2. Selective Etching Process

Fe can be removed by applying 5 wt % HCl for 24 h at a temperature of 55 ◦C. These parameters
were evaluated from the Pourbaix diagram of Fe [28] and also used to obtain NP Cu previously [29].
As Au is stable under these conditions a one-phase network remains. Further hardening by annealing
of the present foam has been observed in a recent study [15], hence the fabricated foam was annealed
at 300 ◦C for 1 h to avoid further hardening during HT testing.

2.3. Mechanical Characterization by Spherical Nanoindentation

Micromechanical testing techniques are a necessity to examine modern materials. While uniaxial
micro-compression and micro-tension tests allow a straightforward data analysis, the sample
preparation is fairly elaborate. In addition, it is an ambitious balancing act to achieve a stiff and well
aligned testing setup [30,31]. Spherical indentation is an alternative testing method to gain a material’s
flow curve where the sample preparation time is vastly reduced as solely a well-polished surface is
needed [18–21,32]. The non-self-similar tip character induces a continuously increasing strain with
increasing displacement, where the corresponding hardness can be converted into a representative
indentation stress by a strain and material dependent constraint factor C* [18,33–35]. Previously,
it was demonstrated that for materials with refined microstructure and negligible indentation size
effect the obtained indentation flow curves are in good agreement with data from purely uniaxial
tests [21]. However, the choice of the value for C*, which is related to the morphology of the plastic
zone underneath the indenter tip, demands some more considerations for foams where the material
is only marginally constrained. By the induced deformation the local plastic zone within the fine
ligaments will almost instantly reach the free surface. This rather leads to states referred to as fully
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developed plastic zones, for which C* has been ascertained to be constant in the range of 2.5 to 3 [18,35].
One should not misleadingly use C* ≈ 1 since that value refers to a purely elastic deformation and not
simply to an unconstrained deformation as it is the case for NP metals. Considering the Poisson ratio
of the present foam of ν = 0.2 (according to Luehrs et al. [36]) an estimated value close to C* = 2.5 is
reasonable and supported by a variety of previous studies [37–41]. Further details of the used spherical
nanoindentation approach and the conducted analysis are given in [21].

To assess the strength of the foam ligaments themselves, the estimation suggested by Gibson and
Ashby can be used [37]:

σy,lig =
σy

A·(1 − p)B (1)

where σy,lig is the yield strength of the ligaments, σy is the global yield strength of the foam, p is
the porosity and A = 0.5 and B = 1.5 are constants referring to the open-cellular structure. The yield
strength we refer to within this study accords to a plastic strain of 0.2%. The Young’s modulus E of the
tested sample is determined using the conventional analysis of Oliver and Pharr, which is based on
Sneddon’s solution of the indentation relationship [42,43]. Again, using the concept of Gibson and
Ashby allows to estimate the Young’s modulus of the ligaments Elig [37]:

Elig =
E

C·(1 − p)D (2)

where C = 1 and D = 2, attributed to a regular open-cell geometry.
At least six indentation tests were performed for each temperature and different microstructure

of the investigated foam using a Nanoindenter G200 (KLA-Tencor, Livermore, CA, USA). The thermal
drift was measured in a post-test hold segment at 10% of the maximum load for each indent. Tests
exceeding a drift value of 0.3 nm/s were not considered for the analysis. The strain-rate for spherical
indentation tips was set to

.
εi = 1 × 10−3 s−1. Strain-rate controlled testing is essential since nanoporous

Au features a significant rate-dependency originating from dislocation-interface interactions due to
the high fraction of free surfaces but also grain boundaries [15].

For high temperature testing a laser-based heating system (Surface Tec, Hückelhoven, Germany)
was utilized were tip and sample are independently heated by a laser beam guided through a
glass-fiber to the region of interest. Details of the used HT-setup can be found, for example, in a
review of Wheeler et al. [44]. RT and HT tip have specified radii of 20 µm and are made from diamond
(E = 1140 GPa, ν = 0.07, Synton MPD LTD, Nidau, Switzerland) and sapphire (E = 440 GPa, ν = 0.28,
Synton MPD LTD, Switzerland & Surface Tec, Hückelhoven, Germany), respectively. Note that smaller
tip radii could lead to falsified results since recently NP Au was found to feature a pronounced
indentation size effect [44,45]. Beside testing at RT, experiments were also conducted at temperatures
of 100 ◦C, 200 ◦C and 300 ◦C. After cooling down the sample to RT, reference indentation tests were
performed to check whether the initial properties were modified due to the HT exposure.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characterization of Nanoporous Au

Due to the gradual deformation by HPT no uniform microstructure is expected [22,23]. Therefore,
the impact of the sample’s inhomogeneity was examined. Figure 2a gives an overview of the
investigated positions of the obtained NP Au disk. The microstructure strongly varies depending on
the radial position, even though the global porosity is constantly 0.5. In the center (rI < 1 mm, Figure 2b)
no uniform structure was observed which complicates nanoindentation tests as the observed properties
are mainly dependent on the local indentation-site topography [46]. Spherical indentation performed in
region rI revealed σy = 33 ± 8 MPa, corresponding to a ligament yield strength of σy,lig = 311 ± 85 MPa
(Figure 2e). Moving towards the disk edge (1 mm < rII < 3 mm, Figure 2c) the foam becomes more
homogenous and the strength significantly increases to values up to σy = 75 ± 7 MPa or σy,lig = 707
± 69 MPa (Figure 2f). Still, the indentation flow curve shows a rather discontinuous profile which
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might arise from the remaining variations within the probed microstructure. Naturally, the regions
where the material endured the highest strain near the edge (rIII > 3 mm, Figure 2d) feature the most
homogenous structure in this region. The stress-strain curve becomes smooth and outstanding strength
values of σy = 267 ± 5 MPa and σy,lig = 2517 ± 45 MPa are reached. The relative standard deviation
decreases drastically from 27% in the center to less than 2% close to the edge, thereby confirming the
high homogeneity of the foam (Figure 2g). Previous FIB cross-sectional analysis further substantiates a
uniform structure. Compared to the disk center, the strength increases by a factor of 8 even though p
remains constant. This quantitatively confirms the enormous impact of structure refinement on the
material’s strength by grain boundaries and free surfaces [3,7,47–49].

Due to the exceptional properties of the outer region rIII this area is investigated in depth
at HT. In detail, the average ligament diameter was evaluated by gauging at least 30 individual
ligaments at their narrowest point, using high magnification scanning electron microscope (SEM)
images. The analysis results in a value of approximately 100 nm. The grain size, on the other hand,
could be obtained from electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD, EDAX Inc., Mahwah, NJ, USA), using a
threshold angle of 15◦ to discriminate low- and high-angle grain boundaries. A mean grain size of
around 70 nm was determined for the fabricated NP Au, assuming spherical grains. Consequently,
ligaments predominantly consist of several grains while single crystalline ligament cross-sections
become improbable, considering the grain dimension and shape. Also, no significant texture effects
due to HPT could be identified. Further details concerning the thermal stability of the microstructure
are given in [15].
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic overview of the HPT disk with investigated areas; (b–d) SEM images of
microstructural features of NP Au in dependence of the disk radius; (e–g) Corresponding spherical
indentation stress-strain curves of the selected regions.

3.2. High Temperature Nanoindentation

Spherical indentation studies at non-ambient temperatures are seldom so far. Advancing the
technique towards flow curve extraction might further increase the interest as HT properties are
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important parameters for metal forming processes or components operating at elevated temperatures.
One challenge for the sensible technique of nanoindentation is to check for the measurement reliability,
especially at HT where sample/tip interactions, thermal drift or sample fixation are demanding [50–53].
Using a dynamic indentation technique such as CSM enables to record the profile of the Young’s
modulus continuously over displacement which should feature a horizontal profile over penetration
depth for isotropic materials, as it is the case for the present NP Au. Deviations from a constant
value could originate from pile-up or sink-in effects, but also and more importantly from an incorrect
machine compliance or erroneous tip calibrations [42,54–56]. If this is the case, the obtained data must
be critically analyzed and existing models to consider these effects should be applied. However, as
to see from Figure 3, the data obtained within this study fulfill the condition of constant E profiles
and thereby indicate a high reliability of the used method at all temperature conditions. Apparently,
also occurring densification underneath the indenter tip does not decisively manifest in the recorded
data, as the elastic field spans over a manifold of the plastic zone. Figure 3b shows average values
of the Young’s modulus over temperature, determined at displacements between 500 and 2000 nm.
The expected slight monotonic decrease of E results from thermally induced weakening of atomic
bonds (red open circles). These values are in excellent accordance with measurements of a previous
study performed with a Berkovich tip (red open squares) and confirms that despite different tip
characters the same elastic properties are obtained using the relation of Sneddon [15,21,43]. Admittedly,
employing Equation (2) results in E values up to 140 GPa, which is well above expectations from
Au bulk values of max. 97 GPa, already considering the remaining Fe [15,57]. Certainly, the Gibson
and Ashby model is under debate for NP materials as it was derived for regular open-cell structures
of low density foams [7,58–60]. Experiments and simulations conclude that real NP metals behave
differently and are more sensitive to deviating porosities and impurities than expected from the
classical models [37,58,59]. Comparison to HT data of ultra-fine grained Au, made from the same base
material, shows an equivalent profile of E over T if the Young’s modulus is normalized in regard to the
RT value (Figure 3b, blue symbols). This means that the high fraction of free surfaces seems not to
further influence the intrinsic elastic response of the material.
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Figure 3. (a) Young’s modulus profiles of spherical HT nanoindentation tests up to 300 ◦C. The absence
of significant gradients indicates reliable measurements at all temperatures; (b) The linear decrease
of E over temperature is in excellent agreement with Berkovich measurements of a previous study
(red data) [15]. Furthermore, the relative decrease of E over T, related to the room temperature value of
each material, coincides well with data from ultra-fine grained Au (blue data) [57].

The nanoindentation flow curves displayed in Figure 4a demonstrate a weakening of NP Au
with increasing temperature. Thereby, σy decreases gradually from 267 ± 5 MPa at RT down to
119 ± 12 MPa at 300 ◦C. In general, work hardening is observable for all curves which mainly originates
from a non-self-similar densification of the foam contributing to apparent higher stress values at higher
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strains [5,40,61]. The character of the work-hardening behavior is slightly temperature-affected and
transforms from a rather parabolic characteristic at RT to a linear hardening behavior at higher
temperatures. Even though the yield strength at 300 ◦C is clearly reduced compared to the RT value,
back calculation of the ligament strength assessed by Equation (1) still results in extraordinary high
values of σy,lig = 1122 ± 114 MPa. Again, reference values from Berkovich tests (εi ≈ 7.2%) are in
good agreement with spherical indentation data. Berkovich values are plotted at a total strain of
7.2%. One could argue that this value should rather refer to a plastic strain εpl of 7.2% but since
the initial regime of the flow curves has already a partly plastic character the evaluation of εpl is
disputable. Nevertheless, this would only cause a minor shift of the pyramidal indentation data and
values would still be in good agreement. Only the 300 ◦C value deviates, the actual origin of which
remains unclear at this point. No hints of different local porosities or inclusions in the vicinity of the
indentation test field were noted. Potentially, enhanced diffusion at Thom of 0.43 could lead to lower
stress values using sharp tips, as more pronounced stress concentrations at the edges of the pyramid
promote diffusion processes [62]. Even though a hardening by annealing effect was substantiated in a
previous studies [14,15,63], the effect of re-annealing, here indirectly by HT testing, was unclear so far.
Figure 4b contrasts spherical indentation flow curves of RT measurements prior and after HT testing.
It is evident that neither the elastic nor the plastic behavior changes significantly. Thus, foams obtained
by the presented fabrication route can be considered extremely thermally stable after the initial heat
treatment. The high fraction of grain-boundaries, due to the nanocrystalline microstructure, does
apparently not promote the diffusion as supposed previously [63]. In addition, the formation of an
oxide due to remaining Fe can be excluded as this would certainly change the mechanical properties.
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Figure 4. (a) Indentation flow curves with according deviations of NP Au at room and elevated
temperatures. Except the data measured at 300 ◦C Berkovich indentation tests of previous studies
coincide well with spherical measurements; (b) Comparison of measurements conducted prior and
after HT exposure does not reveal any changes of the mechanical properties. The elastic modulus
(inset) remains unaffected by re-annealing.

Figure 5a–d show residual indentations of the tested temperature conditions. Beside minor
contamination of the surface no irregularities are observed. As expected for foams made of ductile
materials, no pile-up or sink-in is observable as the replaced volume finds space in the open cells of
the NP Au. Figure 5e displays the residual impressions of equivalent (lower right) quarters of the SEM
images. Hence, no influences of non-symmetric tip imperfections have to be expected. It is clearly
visible that these four images are hardly distinguishable and feature the same size. On the one hand,
that means that the set displacement was reached as expected for all tests, thus potential errors from
thermal drift can be excluded. In addition, the topologies of the residual imprints are alike, meaning
that effects such as pile-up or sink-in are apparently not dependent on the deformation temperature.
In addition, the differing work-hardening does not manifest in the impression’s morphology.
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Figure 5. (a–d) Residual impressions of HT indentation experiments on NP Au do not show any
distinctive features; (e) Direct comparison of indentations for each temperature condition verifies that
no major drift influences or tip changes were occurring.

In order to compare NP Au of different studies reasonably, Figure 6 depicts the ligament hardness
Hlig in dependence of the ligament diameter dlig. Hlig can be calculated equivalently to Equation (1),
assuming C* constant. Thus, concerns about the value of C* and varying porosities in different studies
can be evaded. Data from microhardness Vickers measurements were corrected according to [64],
while uniaxial data was converted to H by using C* = 2.5 for the strength values obtained at a strain
of around 7.2%. Considering the logarithmic scale in Figure 6, it becomes unambiguous that the
remarkable performance of NP Au must mainly be caused by the nanocrystalline grain structure,
as it is the only distinctive feature compared to dealloyed NP Au data. Consequently, the presented
fabrication route enormously contributes to a further strengthening of nanoporous structures due to
grain refinement favored by mechanical alloying.
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4. Conclusions

Implementation of spherical nanoindentation protocols is a convenient approach to assess the flow
behavior of modern high-performance materials which are fabricated at a laboratory bench scale. In the
present case, ultra-strong nanoporous Au was fabricated by severe plastic deformation of an AuFe
precursor with subsequent selective etching. The reduction of the grain size down to the nanoscale
combined with ligament diameters below 100 nm is the origin of the extraordinary high strength of
the material. This was evidenced by investigations of the gradually changing microstructure in regard
to the disk radius. Spherical nanoindentation experiments revealed bulk strengths of 267 ± 5 MPa in
the most homogenous regions which accord to ligament strengths of more than 2.5 GPa at RT, a value
close to the theoretical strength of Au [68,69]. Due to the its strong tendency to coarsen at intermediate
temperatures, high-temperature data of dealloyed NP Au is generally lacking in literature [11–14].
The present study fills this gap and demonstrates that even at high temperatures up to Thom = 0.43
remarkable values of σy (119 ± 12 MPa) and σy,lig (1122 ± 114 MPa) are reached. Hence, the used
fabrication route, involving severe plastic deformation and mechanical alloying, can certainly be
considered as a potential way to further improve the performance of NP materials. Furthermore,
the thorough comparison to previously reported Berkovich measurements allows to further ascertain
the recently developed spherical indentation protocol.
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